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ABSTRACT
The planning and operation condition of electrical power systems are changing due to a variety of causes. FACTS
controller helps in raising dynamic stability limit and provide better power flow control. Static synchronous series
compensator (SSSC) is one of the important members of series FACTS controller. In this paper is presented the
effect of SSSC for damping power system oscillation. Interconnection of electric power systems is becoming
increasingly widespread as part of the power exchange between countries as well as regions within countries in
many parts of the world. There are numerous examples of interconnection of remotely separated regions within one
country. In cases of long distance AC transmission, as in interconnected power systems, care has to be taken for
safeguarding of synchronism as well as stable system voltages, particularly in conjunction with system faults. With
series compensation, bulk AC power transmission over very long distances (over 1000 km) is a reality today. These
long distance power transfers cause, however, the system low-frequency oscillations to become more lightly
damped. As a result, many power network operators are taking steps to add supplementary damping devices in their
systems to improve the system security by damping these undesirable oscillations. With the advent of voltage
sourced converter-based series compensation, AC power system interconnections can be brought to their fullest
benefit by optimizing their power transmission capability, safeguarding system stability under various operating
conditions and optimizing the load sharing between parallel circuits at all times. This Paper reports the results of
simulation studies that are carried out to investigate the effectiveness of a three phase Static Synchronous Series
Compensator (SSSC) compensation scheme in damping power system oscillations in multi-machine power systems.
Application of static synchronous series compensator (SSSC) based damping controller for enhancement of power
system stability is throughout investigated in this paper. SSSC is effectively utilized for power flow control in the
power system. A SSSC-based damping controller is proposed for rotor angle stability enhancement and to eliminate
the power oscillation damping in power system. To improve the rotor angle stability and power oscillation damping
in system an supplementary signal can be superimposed as a power flow control signal for SSSC damping controller.
Speed deviation of rotor is taken as the input signal to the SSSC damping controller
Keywords : SSSC, PowerOscillations Damping(POD), FACTS controller.

I. INTRODUCTION
Electric power systems are constituted by the
interconnection of a huge number of different
components and hence they are electromechanically
coupled. They can be considered among the most
complex systems to be planned and safely operated.
This complexity arises as a consequence of large
amount of devices contemporaneously in operation,
each one with its own internal dynamics, which

however interacts with each other, giving rise to a
complex collective behavior. The wide geographic
extension of electric power systems that can span entire
countries and even continents adds complexity to the
issue connected to their analysis and control .
Power system stability is the ability of an electric power
system for a given initial operating conditions to regain
a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to
a physical disturbances, with most of the system
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variables being bounded. So that practically the entire
systems remain intact. Power system stability can be
classified as voltage stability, rotor angle stability and
frequency stability. Among these types, inter-area
oscillation comes under rotor angle stability.
For any given situation, the rotor angle stability of the
system depends on whether or not the deviations in
angular positions of the rotors result in sufficient
restoring torque. Loss of synchronism can occur
between one machine and the rest of the system, or
between groups of machines, with synchronism
maintained within each group after separating from each
other. The change in electromagnetic torque of a
synchronous machine following a perturbation can be
resolved into two components.
Growth of electric power transmission facilities is
restricted despite the fact that bulk power transfers and
use of transmission systems by third parties are
increasing. Transmission bottlenecks, non-uniform
utilization of facilities and unwanted parallel-path or
loop flows are not uncommon. Transmission system
expansion is needed, but not easily accomplished.
Factors that contribute to this situation include a variety
of environmental, land-use and regulatory requirements.
As a result, the utility industry is facing the challenge of
the efficient utilization of the existing AC transmission
lines. Thus, the transmission systems are being pushed
to operate closer to their stability and thermal limits.
Although electricity is a highly engineered product, it is
increasingly being considered and handled as a
commodity. Thus, the focus on the quality of power
delivered is also greater than ever. Series capacitive
compensation of power transmission lines is an
important and the most economical way to improve
power transfer capability, especially when large
amounts of power must be transmitted through long
transmission lines. However, one of the impeding
factors for the increased utilization of series capacitive
compensation is the potential risk of Subsynchronous
Resonance (SSR), where electrical energy is exchanged
with turbine-generator shaft systems in a growing
manner which can result in shaft damage.

II. TRANSMISSION LINE SERIES
COMPENSATION
2.1 Steady-state voltage regulation
A series capacitor is capable of compensating the
voltage drop of the series inductance of a transmission

line. Referring to Figure 2.1, during light loading (Load
L), the voltage drop on the series capacitor is low. When
the load increases (Load H) and the voltage drop on the
line becomes larger, the contribution of the series
capacitor increases and, therefore, the system voltage at
the receiving line end will be regulated as desired.

Figure 2.1. A simple radial power system and voltage
drop compensation with a series capacitor
2.2 Increase in the power transfer capability by
raising the first swing stability limit
A substantial increase in the stability margin is achieved
by installing a series capacitor. The series compensation
will improve the situation in two ways: it will decrease
the initial generator load angle corresponding to a
specific power transfer and it will also shift the powerload angle (P-δ) characteristic upwards. This will result
in increasing the transient stability margin.
2.3 Increase in power transfer
The increase in the power transfer capability as a
function of the degree of compensation for a
transmission line can be illustrated using the circuit and
the vector diagram shown in Figure 3.1. The power
transfer on the transmission line is given by:

P

VS VR
VS VR
sin  
sin 
X line  X C
X line (1  k )

Where k is the degree of compensation defined as

k

XC
X line

The effect on the power transfer when a constant load
angle difference is assumed. Practical compensation
degree ranges from 20 to 70 percent. Transmission
capability increases of more than two times can be
obtained in practice.
2.4 Active load sharing between parallel circuits
When two transmission lines are connected in parallel,
the natural power sharing between them is dictated by
their respective impedances. If the two lines are of
different configurations (and consequently of different
thermal ratings), their impedances could still be very
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close. Therefore, the power transmitted in each line will
be similar. The voltage drop in both relationship
between the line currents IL1 and IL2 can be expressed
as:
IL1ZL1= IL2ZL2
If overloading the lower thermal rating line, is to be
avoided (i.e., IL2 ≤ IL2max), then the full power
capacity of the other line, L1, will never be reached (i.e.,
IL1< IL1max).
For example, consider the case when L1 is a four
conductor bundle (quad) circuit configuration, whereas
L2 has a two conductor bundle (twin) circuit
configuration. If the conductors of the two bundles are
identical, then L1 has twice the rating of L2. The
inductive reactances of the two lines, however, are very
close. If a series capacitor is installed in the higher
thermal rating line, both transmission lines can operate
at their maximum capacity when the appropriate degree
of compensation is provided (50% in this case).

for simplicity that the transmission line resistance is
negligible and, therefore, the line is represented by an
inductive reactance. Moreover, it is assumed that the
machines at both ends are represented by as constant
amplitude sinusoidal voltages at synchronous frequency.
Figure 3.1(b) shows that the series capacitor provides a
lagging quadrature voltage with respect to the line
current and this capacitive voltage drop opposes the
leading voltage drop across the inductor. It can be
observed from Figure 3.1(b) that the current and, in turn,
the power flow increases in the system.

III. THE STATIC SYNCHRONOUS SERIES
COMPENSATOR
The Static Synchronous Series Compensator is a seriesconnected converter-type FACTS device. Although no
stand-alone SSSC has been in service, the series
converter of the Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC)
at the Inez Substation of the American Electric Power
(AEP) system in Kentucky, USA represents an
SSSC .SSSC uses VSC to inject into the transmission
line an almost sinusoidal voltage with independently
controllable magnitude and phase angle. The SSSC uses
a controller that can rapidly change the injected voltage
into the transmission line. This gives the SSSC the
capability to dynamically exchange reactive and/or
active power with the power system. This injected
voltage is almost in quadrature with the line current.
The very small part of the voltage which is in phase
with the line current provides the losses in the converter.
Because capacitors are cheaper than power
electronic elements, SSSC is less competitive than fixed
series compensation in terms of price. In order to reduce
the overall cost, a hybrid scheme can be employed. In
such a scheme, the capacitive compensation in each
phase is shared between an SSSC and a fixed capacitor.
Consider a simple two-machine power system model
without and with a series capacitor compensation and
the corresponding phasor. In this model, it is assumed

Figure 3.1. A schematic diagram of a simple twomachine power system and its vector diagrams: (a)
without series compensation, (b) with series capacitor
compensation.
The active (real) power at the receiving-end bus for the
uncompensated system in Figure 3.1(a) is given by

P

VSVR
V2
sin( S   R ) 
sin 
XL
XL

where VS and VR are the magnitudes of the sending and
receiving end voltages respectively, ( it is assumed that
V=VS=VR),  (is called the load angle) is the angle between
the sending and receiving end voltages (  S   R ) and XL is
the transmission line inductive reactance.
For the series capacitor compensated system (Figure
3.1(b)),
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Where XCs the capacitor reactance, X eff = X L  X C is thethree-phase converters, only the harmonics in the lineto-line voltages are of concern). The control and
XC
effective reactance, and k=
is the degree of seriestriangular waveforms are synchronized with respect to
XL
the reference voltage at left side Bus, instead to the

compensation (0 k<1)Figure 3.2 shows the normalizedtransmission line current, which was thecase for the
active power versus the load angle of the series capacitorphase controlled SSSC.
compensated system shown in Figure 3.1(b) as a parametric
V. CONCLUSION
function of the degree of series capacitive compensation. It
is clear that series capacitor compensation increases the
transmitted power by a fixed percentage of that transmittedThis thesis analyze the performance of a SSSC in a
by the uncompensated line at a given δ and that highermulti machine system in the presence of different faults
power transfer is achieved by increasing the degree of theis considered. The output results illustrate that the
power system oscillations are damped out very rapidly
compensation.
with the help of SSSC based damping controllers in few
seconds. The study reveals that SSSC is proficient to
IV. THE STATIC SYNCHRONOUS SERIES
enhance the power flow through the transmission line
COMPENSATOR MODELED
by injecting a fast changing voltage in series with the
line. The injected voltage is in quadrature with line
4.1. Phase Control Technique for SSSC
The modeled SSSC circuit with its two six-pulse VSCs current and hence it can provide both inductive and
and their series transformers.The converters are capacitive compensation. PWM based and phase
connected in series to the transmission line through two controller have both disadvantages and advantages,
banks of lossless three-phase single-phase two-winding which makes the design process somewhat complicated.
transformers with no saturation. The dc sides of the The dc voltage pre-set value in PWM-based controllers
converters are connected in parallel and share the same has to be carefully selected. As the modulation ratio lies
dc busThe change in the phase shift between the SSSC between zero and one, the dc voltage should not be
output voltage and the line current results in the change lower than the maximum of the requested SSSC output
of the dc capacitor voltage Vdc , which ultimately phase voltage in order to obtain proper control. On the
changes the magnitude of the SSSC output voltage other hand, if the dc side voltage is too high, the rating
VSSSC and the magnitude of the transmission line of both the GTO valves and dc capacitor has to be
increased, which means higher installation costs. Not
current line I.
only that, a higher dc side voltage means a lower
amplitude modulation ratio, and the lower modulation
4.2. PWM Technique
SSSC is modeled as a three-phase, PWM-controlled ratio results in higher harmonic distortion. Phase control
two-level VSC. The SSSC is modeled in detail, based allows the dc voltage to change according to the power
on an ideal representation of the converter valves and system conditions, which is clearly advantageous, but it
diodes. RC parallel snubber circuits are used to reduce requires a more complicated controller and special and
numerical oscillations due to switching, while a series costly series transformers.
inductance is employed at the converter output to
smooth the output current. The series transformer is
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